To Professor, with Love  Linda Kate 2014 junior in college. Star athlete. Constant attention from the opposite sex. On this campus, I'm worshiped. While seven hundred miles away, back in my hometown, I'm still trailer park trash, child of the town tramp, and older sibling to three kids who are counting on me to keep my shit together so I can take them away at the same crappy life I grew up in. These two opposing sides of myself never mix until one person gets a glimpse of the true me. I never expected to connect with anyone like this or want more beyond one night. This may be the real deal. Problem: Dr. Kavanagh's my literature professor. If I start anything with a teacher and we're caught together, I might as well kiss my entire future goodbye, as well as my family's and especially Dr. Kavanagh's. Except sometimes love is worth risking everything. Or at least, it damn well better be, because I can only resist so much.

Under the Lights  Dahlia Adler 2015-06-30 Josh Chester loves being a Hollywood bad boy, coasting on his good looks, his parties, his parents' wealth, and the occasional modeling gig. But his laid-back lifestyle is about to change. To help out his best friend, Liam, he joins his hit teen TV show, Daylight Falls... opposite Vanessa Park, the one actor immune to his charms. (Not that he's trying to charm her, of course.) Meanwhile, his drama-queen mother blackmails him into a new family reality TV show, with Josh in the starring role. Now that he's in the spotlight—on everyone's terms but his own—Josh has to decide whether a life as a superstar is the one he really wants. Vanessa Park has always been certain about her path as an actor, despite her parents' disapproval. But with all her relationships currently in upheaval, she's painfully uncertain about everything else. When she meets her new career handler, Brianna, Van is relieved to have found someone she can rely on, now that her BFF, Ally, is at college across the country. But as feelings unexpectedly evolve beyond friendship, Van's life reaches a whole new level of confusing. And she'll have to choose between the one thing she's always loved... and the person she never imagined she could.

The Sea of Tranquility  Katja Millay 2013-06-04 Teenage former piano prodigy Nastya Kashnikov and Josh Bennett, a lonely boy at her school, enter into an intense relationship, with neither unaware of the dark secrets the other's past holds. Original.

Taming the Beast  Emily Maguire 2009-10-01 A dazzling debut and the much-anticipated follow-up to Emily Maguire's A dazzling debut and the much-anticipated follow-up to Emily Maguire's Facade paints with words in a way that made me drink Facade down in one big gulp. This is one of those books you can read again and again." --New York Times bestselling author, Courtney Cole on Facade. From bestselling author, Nyrae Dawn, comes Book 2 in her New Adult, Games Series! Can love save them? After her father commits a crime that shatters her family, eighteen-year-old Delaney Cross is tired of pretending everything is alright. Packing up her car, she sets out to find the people her father hurt. Her search leads her to places she's never been--and into the arms of Adrian Westfall. To the outside world, Adrian is a sexy, charming ladies man. But his playboy persona is just an act. Secretly his soul is tortured by a memory too painful to share. Only Delaney seems to see through his façade to the real man underneath. And for the first time in his life, Adrian feels he can begin to open up about his past. Together, Adrian and Delaney share a passionate, carefree love they never expected to find. Yet both still harbor their own secrets. When the dark truth is finally revealed, will it bring them closer together, or tear them apart forever? 70,000 words.

Facade  Nyrae Dawn 2013-07-02 "Phen-email! Nyrae Dawn paints with words in a way that made me drink Facade down in one big gulp. This is one of those books you can read again and again." --New York Times bestselling author, Courtney Cole on Facade. From bestselling author, Nyrae Dawn, comes Book 2 in her New Adult, Games Series! Can love save them? After her father commits a crime that shatters her family, eighteen-year-old Delaney Cross is tired of pretending everything is alright. Packing up her car, she sets out to find the people her father hurt. Her search leads her to places she's never been--and into the arms of Adrian Westfall. To the outside world, Adrian is a sexy, charming ladies man. But his playboy persona is just an act. Secretly his soul is tortured by a memory too painful to share. Only Delaney seems to see through his façade to the real man underneath. And for the first time in his life, Adrian feels he can begin to open up about his past. Together, Adrian and Delaney share a passionate, carefree love they never expected to find. Yet both still harbor their own secrets. When the dark truth is finally revealed, will it bring them closer together, or tear them apart forever? 70,000 words.

Flat-Out Celeste  Jessica Park 2014-05-22 For high-school senior Celeste Watkins, every day is a brutal test of bravery. And Celeste is scared. Alienated because she's too smart, her speech too affected, her social skills too far outside the norm, she seems to have no choice but to retreat into isolation. But college could set her free, right? If she can make it through this grueling senior year, then maybe. And if she can just find that one person to throw her a lifeline, the one who could mean more than just a quick fling. But maybe. But maybe. Justin Milano, a college sophomore with his own set of quirks, could be that person to pull her out of her world of solitude. To rescue her—that is, if she'll let him. Together, they may work. Together, they may save each other. And together they may save another couple—two people Celeste knows are absolutely, positively flat-out in love. And as if that weren't embarrassing enough, when she arrives for her first class of her last college semester, she recognizes her new theater professor. She'd left him naked in her bed about eight hours earlier...

Crave  Abbi Glines 2015-04-28 Turn up the heat with this free e-sampler featuring seven irresistiblysexy and utterly enticing selections by some of the biggest names in contemporary romance and new adult fiction. Lose yourself in these stories and spread the love by sharing with your friends. Here's a taste of:

We come up with the money for you this proper as with ease as easy pretentiousness to acquire those all. We offer Unteachable Ebook Leah Raeder and numerous books collections from fictions to scientific research in any way. accompanied by them is this Unteachable Ebook Leah Raeder that can be your partner.
love. Whether you were charmed by Celeste in Flat-Out Love or are meeting her for the first time, this book is a joyous celebration of differences, about battling private wars that rage in our heads and in our hearts, and—very much so—this is a story about first love. Dangerous Boys Abbigail Haas 2014-08-14 It all comes down to this. Olivier, Ethan, and I. Three teens venture into an abandoned lake house one night. Hours later, only two emerge from the burning wreckage. Chloe drags one Reznick brother to safety, unconscious and bleeding. The other is left to burn, dead in the fire. But which brother survives? And is his death a tragic accident? Desperate self-defense? Or murder . . .? Chloe is the only one with the answers. As the fire rages, and police and parents demand the truth, she struggles to piece the story together—a story of jealousy, twisted passion and the darkness that lurks behind even the most beautiful faces . . . Praise for Dangerous Girls: "The best traditional thriller I've read in a long time." (Wendy Wall, the author of The Force of Gravity) Kelly Stevenson 2014-07-09 In a quiet town in the East Valley of Phoenix, Arizona, everything in life is seemingly perfect for eighteen-year-old Kaley Kennedy. She has loving parents, loyal friends, and is dating the hottest boy in school. With only a few months left of her senior year, she's looking forward to an epic summer before heading off to Los Angeles for college. Without warning, a new math teacher interrupts Kaley's predictable little world, challenging who she is. Captive in the Dark Olivia Ruiz 2014-08-20 It is the story of THE DARK DUET: Caleb is a man with a singular interest in revenge. Kidnapped as a young boy and sold into slavery by a power-hungry mobster, he has thought of nothing but vengeance. For twelve years he has immersed himself in the world of pleasure slaves searching for the one man he holds ultimately responsible. Finally, the architect of his suffering has emerged with a new identity, but not a new nature. If Caleb is to get close enough to strike, he must become the very thing he abhors and kidnap a beautiful girl to train her to be all that he once was. Eighteen-year-old Olivia Ruiz has just woken up in a strange place. Blindfolded and bound, there is only a calm male voice to welcome her. His name is Caleb, though he demands to be called Master. Olivia is young, beautiful, naive and willful to a fault. She has a dark sensuality that cannot be hidden or denied, though she tries to accomplish both. Although she is frightened by the strong, sadistic, and arrogant man who holds her prisoner, what keeps Olivia awake in the dark is her unwelcome attraction to him. WARNING: This book contains very disturbing situations, dubious consent, strong language, and graphic violence. Untouchable Leah Raeder 2014-03-24 An edgy, sexy USA TODAY bestseller about falling for the one person you can’t have. Maise O’Malley just turned eighteen, but she’s felt like a grown-up her entire life. The summer before senior year, she has plans: get into a great film school, convince her mom to go into rehab, and Sophie meets Carson, a free-spirited, globetrotting American artist. In the midst of their whirlwind vacation romance, Carson invites Sophie to join him on his haphazard journey around the world. While the brief international jaunts she sneaks in between business trips don’t feel like enough, Sophie is far too practical to throw away her five-year plan on a whim. Yet Carson’s offer forces her to question whether the reliable life she’s chosen is really what she wants— and she soon discovers that his feelings for her run deeper than she realized. Bad Boy Elliot Wake 2016-12-06 The latest from groundbreaking author Leah Raeder is a dark, sexy romantic thriller written in her signature provocative style, which has been praised as “dizzingly intense…an exhilarating ride for our inner underdog” (Publishers Weekly, starred review) and “compelling and unnerving” (Booklist). Very few mainstream authors have garnered the devoted following that Raeder’s writing has earned by pushing the boundaries of romantic suspense. Her carefully rendered “anti-heroines” buck norms, immersing you in a gritty world of sexual fluidity, drugs, and revenge, told with exquisite language and candor that turns the romance genre on its head and leaves readers begging for more. Her latest novel is a tightly plotted adventure that follows closely on the heels of her acclaimed novels Untouchable—“lush, haunting prose, deft storytelling, and scorching sensuality” (M. Pierce)—the “intense and visceral” (Lauren Blakely) Black Iris, and the highly anticipated Captive in the Dark. And is such a thing possible? Caleb, and is sure to go straight to the top of your must-read list. Elle Kennedy 2014-06-24 About what happens when a love story goes off-script. When boundaries blur, emotions run high, and secrets from that terrible night emerge, Arden must decide if the fight for Henry’s heart is worth risking her own. Last Will and Testament Dahlia Adler 2014-12-01 Lizzie Brandynt was valedictorian of her high school class, but at Radleigh University, all she’s acting are partying and hooking up with the wrong guy. But all that changes when her parents are killed in a tragic accident, making her guardian to her two younger brothers. Crash Course Alyssa Wilde 2021-04-09 “I never thought I would see him again. Not in the real world. Not here.” After Arden Hart gets into a horrible collision with a drunk driver, her life comes to a standstill. Now, she’s a year behind her peers in graduating high school, college plans are on hold indefinitely, and nightmares of that horrifying night plague her every time she shuts her eyes. The only way she can cope with her past is by detaching from the present, so Arden makes it her mission to isolate herself. Everything changes when Henry Ames, the young, mysterious guy who saved her from the car wreck, unexpectedly becomes the new Creative Writing teacher at her high school. Much to Arden’s frustration, his presence is a constant reminder of the night she’s tried so hard to forget. When Henry is forced to help her with an assignment that confronts her buried emotions, she has no choice but to face her trauma head-on. What she doesn’t expect is the immediate connection she feels to Henry. As the two begin to develop an undeniable bond, Arden comes to a startling realization—the one person she cannot have is the only person she doesn’t want to push away. Though Henry is adamant that their relationship remains professional, neither can deny their growing feelings. When boundaries blur, emotions run high, and secrets...
heartbroken. Sky searches for him so they can return to Island, only to find out that their paradise wasn’t as perfect as she thought, and everything she’s ever known and loved may have been a lie. A gripping and beautifully told story of love and survival in a hostile world?

**Unteachable** Leah Raeder 2014-10-14 An edgy, sexy USA TODAY bestseller about falling for the one person you can’t have. Maise O’Malley just turned eighteen, but she’s felt like a grown-up her entire life. The summer before senior year, she has plans: get into a great film school, convince her mom to go into rehab, and absolutely do not, under any circumstances, screw up her own future. But life has a way of throwing her plans into free-fall. When Maise meets Evan at a carnival one night, their chemistry is immediate, intense, and short-lived. Which is exactly how she likes it: no strings. But afterward, she can’t get Evan out of her head. Her heart wants him, but her head upholds the taboo. Is there an unexpected connection with someone who truly understands her. Someone who sees beyond her bravado to the scared but strong girl inside. That someone turns out to be her new film class teacher, Mr. Evan Wilkie. Maise and Evan resolve to keep their hands off each other, but the attraction is too much to bear. Together, they’re real and genuine; apart, they’re just actors playing their parts for everyone else. And their masks are slipping. People start to notice. Rumors fly. When the truth comes to light in a shocking way, they may learn they were just playing parts for each other, too. They’ve fallen in love, sexy, and provocative. Unteachable is about what happens when a love story goes off-script.

**Return to Poughkeepsie** Debra Anastasia 2013-12-31 Beckett Taylor is a murderer. His calling, his craft are destruction and intimidation--whether he wants it that way now or not. He left Poughkeepsie to keep his brothers safe, to keep Eve safe. Set up with happy lives to live, they’re better off without him, right? But all his willpower crumbles when he hears his brother Blake’s frantic voice on the phone. An unknown enemy has moved in on his old territory, and Livia’s been taken. In an instant, Beckett knows it will take an attack only he and Evan can execute to bring her back. All his semi-imposed embargoes are torn to shreds, perhaps along with the man he’s struggled to become. “Brother, call Eve. I’ll be there soon.” In this emotional and action-packed sequel to Poughkeepsie, Debra Anastasia conjures a tale of love at its most raw and ragged. With Beckett and Eve, how could we expect anything less? But even when it’s messy, not magical, true love perseveres. Real love finds a way--for better or worse until death does part.

**Nocturne** Charles Sheehan-Miles 2014-01-14 From the bestselling authors of In The Stillness and The Last Hour, a new story of forbidden love and second chances. Savannah Marshall is a gifted flutist and daughter of musical royalty when she enrolls in the elite New England Conservatory of Music. Brilliant, eclectic and passionate, she lives music, but struggles with her plans for the future. Gregory Fitzgerald is one of the most renowned cellists of his generation. A member of the Boston Symphony Orchestra and professor at the Conservatory, he is laser focused on his career to the exclusion of friends, family and especially romance. When Gregory and Savannah’s paths cross in the classroom, it threatens to challenge more than their wildly differing beliefs on music. Friendships, ethics, and careers are put on the line as Gregory and Savannah play a symphony of passion and heartbreak. In the final movement, Gregory and Savannah are torn to shreds, as challenge, as the loss of absolutely everything they’ve held as truth hangs in the balance. What Readers Are Saying: ★★★★★ - "I love us." I fell in love with this book... I loved the writing. I loved the story even more. Gritty. Raw. Sexy. Very sexy. ★★★★★ - The writing was beautiful, believable and honest ★★★★★ - Nocturne was one of the most beautifully written stories I’ve read in a long time

**Teaching Roman** Geneva Lee 2017-11-07 Jessica Stone has her future figured out until life throws her for a loop. When she’s dragged against her will on a vacation to Mexico, she runs into the last person she expects: her hot, former professor Roman Markson. As sparks fly the pair decide to break the rules for one week. But can what happened in Mexico stay there when something fun turns into something more?

**Stay a Little Longer** Dawn Lanuza 2019-05-28 Elan wasn’t supposed to meet Caty. She lived halfway around the world, and he barely left Manila. Yet here he was, giving her a ride to the airport. Convinced that they would never have to see each other again after that day, Elan and Caty started to bond over truths, dares, stolen kisses, and games in hotel rooms and bars. With brief encounters that turned them from acquaintances to friends—tipping to the point of lovers, always—will Elan and Caty keep settling for a day, or will someone finally dare to stay long enough to discover: Is this love?

**Cam Girl** Leah Raeder 2015-11-03 From the USA TODAY bestselling author of Unteachable and Black Iris comes a sexy, romantic suspense novel about two best friends who are torn apart by a life-shattering accident, and the secrets it left behind. Vada and Ellis’s friendship is so intense and consuming, it’s hard to tell where one girl ends and the other begins. Yet they couldn’t be more different: Ellis is nerdy, shy, and rich; Vada is an ambitious artist struggling to make ends meet. When Vada gets into an elite New England art college, Ellis comes along for the ride. Like always. They can face anything in the world as long as they’re together ... Until a horrifying accident tears them apart. Life goes on, and Ellis handles it just fine on her own, but Vada is deeply scarred—emotionally and physically. Her once-promising career as an artist is cut short by her injuries. Broke and severed from doing what she loves, she meets the wrong guy at the right time: Dane, a smooth-talking lothario, who offers her a new career as a cam girl. All Vada has to do is spend a couple hours each night taking off her clothes in front of a webcam, and that’s it. Things get complicated when a client who calls himself Blue gets possessive. Through the safety of the cam, they open up to each other intimately. Vada finally talks about the accident. Blue helps her heal. And he pays well, but he wants her all to himself. No more cam shows. He’s a mystery, and she might be falling for him, so Vada demands something in return: to meet in real life. Blue agrees, on one condition: she has to bring Ellis. The girl who wants nothing to do with her anymore. Now Vada is forced to confront the past she’s been running from. A past full of devastating secrets—those of others, and those she’s been keeping from herself.

**Veiled Innocence** Ella Frank 2017-04-18 Tick, tick, tock. Time. That’s all I have now. A small room, a photograph, and time. They want me to trust them and confess my sins. They told me they wouldn’t judge me—they lied. I thought we could convince the world that this wasn’t a crime. We were wrong. Time doesn’t stand still. The clock keeps ticking, the world is uncontended, and now... Now he is gone.

**Slammed** Colleen Hoover 2012-08-10 From #1 New York Times bestselling author of It Ends With Us, Colleen Hoover’s romantic, emotion-packed debut novel unforgettable captures all the magic and confusion of first love, as two young people forge an unlikely bond before discovering that fate has other plans for them. Following the unexpected death of her father, eighteen-year-old Layken becomes the rock for both her mother and younger brother. She appears resilient and tenacious, but inside, she’s losing hope. Then she meets her new neighbor Will, a handsome twenty-one-year-old whose mere presence leaves her flustered and whose passion for poetry slams thrills her. Not long after a heart-stopping first date during which each recognizes something profound and familiar in the other, they are slammed to the core when a shocking discovery brings their new relationship to a sudden halt. Daily Intimacy and lovely letters become a way to make ends meet. When Vada gets into an unexpected connection with someone who truly understands her...
onto the bed. Little did I know that the Dante that walked into my fast, made us want this man to rip our clothes off and to throw us the name Dante with a beautiful and sexy man. I'd imagined a Hell from Dante's Inferno, with people burning for their sins. The Broken English about Mina---and about the secret they shared.

and Sophie must search for Mina's murderer on her own. But with half. To make matters worse, no one is looking in the right places her, her parents fear she'll relapse, old friends have become meeting shrouded in mystery. After a forced stint in rehab, Sophie and it was Mina who led her into the woods that night for a murder a drug deal gone wrong, casting partial blame on Sophie, survives, but Mina is not so lucky. When the cops deem Mina's death his namesake had written about. And I was his teacher. Just A Touch Renée Carlino 2014-05-06 Included in this free e-sampler are selections from ten sexy, heartbreaking, and epically romantic books by some of the biggest names in contemporary romance and new adult fiction. You'll want to read them over and over again, share with your friends, and bookmark every page. We hope you enjoy these excerpts and come back for the rest of the story! Here's just a touch of: Sweet Thing by Renée Carlino Rush Too Far by Abbi Glines Ugly Love by Colleen Hoover Beautiful Oblivion by Jamie McGuire Collide by Gail McHugh Unforgettable by Leah Raeder Desert Heat by Elizabeth Reyes Working It by Kendall Ryan Five Ways to Fall by K.A. Tucker Jane's Melody by Ryan Five Ways to Fall by K.A. Tucker Jane's Melody by Ryan

family, dreams are sometimes more than dreams. Sometimes they foretell the future. Sometimes they create it. Years later, Eva is no longer the same wistful girl but a hardened woman who no longer believes in dreams. Losing faith in her gift, she becomes lost in a nightmare of emotion, mourning her son, separating from her husband, and stewing in a dead-end job. And then fate brings her an unlikely surprise: one of the most famous movie stars in the world, Gabriel Roberts. Caught by something in his eyes, Eva agrees to show him the real Big Easy on his last night in New Orleans-an evening that turns into four dreamy days spent recapturing lost faith and discovering a love neither expected. Realizing Gabriel is the boy from her childhood dream, Eva must leave everything behind-her husband, her family, her history, and the beautiful city she calls home-and gamble it all for the dream that has saved her on MARIGNY STREET.

Far From You Tess Sharpe 2014-04-08 The truth won't let her go. Sophie Winters nearly died. Twice. The first time, she's fourteen, and escapes a near-fatal car accident with scars, a bum leg, and an addiction to Oxy that'll take years to kick. The second time, she's seventeen, and it's no accident. Sophie and her best friend Mina are confronted by a masked man in the woods. Sophie survives, but Mina is not so lucky. When the cops deem Mina's murder a drug deal gone wrong, casting partial blame on Sophie, no one will believe the truth: Sophie has been clean for months, but a hardened woman who no longer believes in dreams. Losing faith in her gift, she becomes lost in a nightmare of emotion, mourning her son, separating from her husband, and stewing in a dead-end job. And then fate brings her an unlikely surprise: one of the most famous movie stars in the world, Gabriel Roberts. Caught by something in his eyes, Eva agrees to show him the real Big Easy on his last night in New Orleans-an evening that turns into four dreamy days spent recapturing lost faith and discovering a love neither expected. Realizing Gabriel is the boy from her childhood dream, Eva must leave everything behind-her husband, her family, her history, and the beautiful city she calls home-and gamble it all for the dream that has saved her on MARIGNY STREET.

Fully Royal Summer Emery Lord 2014-04-15 Taylor Swift meets Sarah Dessen in this emotional summer story of love and true friendship Faefever Karen Marie Moning 2008-09-16 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER He calls me his Queen of the Night. ’I’d kill for him, too. When MacKayla Lane receives a page torn from her dead sister’s journal, she is stunned by Alina’s desperate words. And now MacKayla knows that her sister’s killer is close. But Mina’s sister is closer. And suddenly the sidhe-seer is on the hunt: For answers. For revenge. And for an ancient book of dark magic so evil that it corrupts anyone who touches it. Mac’s quest for the Sinsar Dubh takes her into the mean, shapeshifting streets of Dublin, with a suspicious cop on her tail. Forced into a dangerous triangle of alliance with V’lane, a lethal Fae prince, and Jericho Barrons, a man of deadly secrets, Mac is soon locked in a battle for her body, mind, and soul. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Karen Marie Moning’s Dreamfever. Look for all of Karen Marie Moning’s sensational Fever novels: Darksfever | Bloodfever | Faefever | Dreamfever | Shadowfever | Iced | Burned | Feverborn | Feverwing

Black Iris Leah Raeder 2015-04-28 Laney Keating’s senior year of high school sucked. It began with one moment of weakness, one stupid gesture for a hopeless crush. Then the rumors started. Slut, they called her. Queer. Pillhead. Psycho. Mentally ill, messed up, so messed up even her own mom decided she wasn’t worth sticking around for, Beneath the Burn Pam Godwin 2013-07-29 “Tore me apart and moved me implicitly, it lifted me to dizzying heights and plummeted me to the pits of despair, all from the very first page and with my heart in my mouth.” - TotallybookedBlog They meet by chance. The timing is wrong. Three years later, she finds him again, but their separation was poisoned with narcotics and bloodied by enslavement. Her freedom gambled away, Charlee Grosky escapes the international businessman who held her captive. But his power reaches beyond her protective barriers and threatens everyone she has come to love. Jay Mayard wears his tortured secrets under his rock god facade. Drugs are his release, but a hardened woman who no longer believes in dreams. Losing faith in her gift, she becomes lost in a nightmare of emotion, mourning her son, separating from her husband, and stewing in a dead-end job. And then fate brings her an unlikely surprise: one of the most famous movie stars in the world, Gabriel Roberts. Caught by something in his eyes, Eva agrees to show him the real Big Easy on his last night in New Orleans-an evening that turns into four dreamy days spent recapturing lost faith and discovering a love neither expected. Realizing Gabriel is the boy from her childhood dream, Eva must leave everything behind-her husband, her family, her history, and the beautiful city she calls home-and gamble it all for the dream that has saved her on MARIGNY STREET.

Far From You Tess Sharpe 2014-04-08 The truth won’t let her go. Sophie Winters nearly died. Twice. The first time, she’s fourteen, and escapes a near-fatal car accident with scars, a bum leg, and an addiction to Oxy that’ll take years to kick. The second time, she’s seventeen, and it’s no accident. Sophie and her best friend Mina are confronted by a masked man in the woods. Sophie survives, but Mina is not so lucky. When the cops deem Mina’s murder a drug deal gone wrong, casting partial blame on Sophie, no one will believe the truth: Sophie has been clean for months, and it was Mina who led her into the woods that night for a meeting shrouded in mystery. After a forced stint in rehab, Sophie returns home to a chilly new reality. Mina’s brother won’t speak to her, her parents fear she’ll relapse, old friends have become enemies, and Sophie has to learn how to live without her other half. To make matters worse, no one is looking in the right places and Sophie must search for Mina’s murderer on her own. But with every step, Sophie comes closer to revealing all: about herself, about Mina—and about the secret they shared. Broken English Marita A. Hansen 2016-08-11 For me, the name Dante conjured up two images. The first was the epic depictions of Hell from Dante’s Inferno, with people burning for their sins. The second image was a sexual depiction. I don’t know where it came from, but as far back as I can remember, I had always associated the name Dante with a beautiful and sexy man. I’d imagined a dark-haired, gorgeous lothario, the type who could capture a woman’s heart with just one look. Dante was the Fabio of my generation, the heartthrob that got women’s hearts beating fast, made us want this man to rip our clothes off and to throw us onto the bed. Little did I know that the Dante that walked into my life was very different from the one I’d imagined. Oh, he was dark-haired, dark-eyed, gorgeous, even a lothario, and I was his man. He was a fifteen-year-old boy who was going to send me to the Hell his namesake had written about. And I was his teacher. Just A Touch Renée Carlino 2014-05-06 Included in this free e-sampler are selections from ten sexy, heartbreaking, and epically romantic books by some of the biggest names in contemporary romance and new adult fiction. You’ll want to read them over and over again, share with your friends, and bookmark every page. We hope you enjoy these excerpts and come back for the rest of the story! Here’s just a touch of: Sweet Thing by Renée Carlino Rush Too Far by Abbi Glines Ugly Love by Colleen Hoover Beautiful Oblivion by Jamie McGuire Collide by Gail McHugh Unforgettable by Leah Raeder Desert Heat by Elizabeth Reyes Working It by Kendall Ryan Five Ways to Fall by K.A. Tucker Jane’s Melody by Ryan Five Ways to Fall by K.A. Tucker Jane’s Melody by Ryan

My Life Next Door Huntley Fitzpatrick 2013 When Samantha, the daughter of a Republican state senator, falls in love with the boy next door, she discovers a different way to live, but when her mother is involved in an accident Sam must make some difficult choices. Drowning Instinct Ilisa J. Bick 2012-02-01 There are stories where the girl gets her prince, and they live happily ever after. (This is not one of those stories.) Jenna Lord’s first sixteen years were not exactly a fairy tale. Her father is a controlling psycho and her mother is a drunk. She is forced to count on her older brother—until he shipped off to Iraq. And then, of course, there was the time she almost died in a fire. There are stories where the monster gets the girl, and everyone cries for his innocent victim. (This is not one of those stories either.) Mitch Anderson is many things: A dedicated teacher and coach. A caring husband. A man with a
certain...magnetism. And there are stories where it's hard to be
sure who's a prince and who's a monster, who is a victim and who
should live happily ever after. (These are the most interesting
stories of all.) Drowning Instinct is a novel of pain, deception,
desperation, and love against the odds—and the rules.

Death, Dickinson, and the Demented Life of Frenchie Garcia
Jenny Torres Sanchez 2013-05-28 It is the summer after Frenchie
Garcia's senior year, and she can't come to grips with the death of
Andy Cooper. Her friends don't know that she had a secret crush
on her classmate, and they especially don't know that she was
with Andy right before he committed suicide. The only person who
does know is Frenchie's imaginary pal Em (a.k.a. Emily Dickinson),
who she hangs out with at the cemetery down the street. When
Frenchie's guilt and confusion come to a head, she decides there
is only one way to truly figure out why Andy chose to be with her
during his last hours. While exploring the emotional depth of loss
and transition to adulthood, Sanchez's sharp humor and clever
observations bring forth a richly developed voice.